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Four Awards assigned to Supra
at the WHAT HI-FI Award Gala
held at Hilton Hotel in London
End of Aug 2002.
This is “The Audio/Video Oscar”
with the most prestigious
awards.

Supra Rondo 4x2.5

Category: Loudspeaker Cables
Supra Rondo 4x2.5
”....This is a powerful-sounding cable, needing little run-in to deliver a
punchy bass and vibrant treble. There is no thickening of sound
sometimes encountered with chunky conductors, and if your amp and
speakers are capable of producing solid visceral bass, you won’t go far
wrong.”
What Hi-Fi September 2002

Supra X-ZAC

Category: Optical Cables
Supra X-ZAC
”Whatever with music or DVD soundtracks, the Supra cable sounds good,
with a grater sense of focus than very cheap optical cables, and slightly less
mechanical feeling to the music. Performance flow convincingly and even
with movie soundtracks there seems to be more power in reserve. Indeed it
chalanges the Black Rhodium glass cable, and does so for a third less. If you
are limited to optical connections in your system, this is a very good buy.”
What Hi-Fi September 2002

Supra AV-3

Category: A/V Cables
Supra AV-3
”Those wacky Swedes are at it again.....this is the champ of the test, and by a
surprising margin, too. The Supra delivers outstanding three-dimensionality
and contrast, and for colour realism it is exemplary. If you want Monsters Inc
to jump off the screen and into your room, this is without doubt the
component cable for you.”
What Hi-Fi October 2002

Supra AV-6

Category: Video Cables
Supra Scart RGB
“…Like the slightly more expensive Chord, the Supra is an RGB-only
cable, and it is obvious that paying attention to one thing at a time pays
dividends, as the image quality is again first rate. Movies played through
this cable benefit from an impressive depth of field, while colours and
contrast levels are equally impressive.”
What Hi-Fi April 2002

